A Brief History Of Istra

Istria, formerly Histria (Latin), is the largest peninsula in the Adriatic Sea. The peninsula is
located at the head of the Adriatic between the Gulf of Trieste and the Roman period Republic of Venice - Austrian rule - Italy. Istria formerly Histria (Latin), is the largest
peninsula in the Adriatic Sea. The peninsula is located at the head of the Adriatic.
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The geographical setting was certainly a big factor in Istria's historical development. This is a
place where Slavic, Romanic and Germanic cultures touch each. Historic facts of Istria. Istrian
history since the 7th century untill today.
As by a time machine, travel through the history of Istria, start with the pre-history. From that
period you can find traces of immemorial inhabitants, the magnificent. Istria has a very long
and incredibly rich history, as one of the earliest inhabited areas in Croatia. Due to its fertile
fields, indented coastline with protected. History and tour operators alike continue the praise
heaped upon the Istrian peninsula and all it has to offer making it one of the world's top
destinations. More .
In the first centuries of the early Middle Ages various barbarian tribes invaded Istria. The
invasion of the Avars and Lombards lasted for a brief period and they. It extends into the
northeastern Adriatic Sea between the Gulf of Venice (west) See Article History PulaThe
harbour of Pula, Croatia, on the Istria Peninsula. The borders and rulers of Istria have changed
so many times throughout history. The biggest empires to claim this peninsula were the
Romans, the Venetians.
Overview of the history of Istria from the Histri tribe to today. Throughout the history Istria
has belonged to many rulers, but has always remained Croatian and Istrian. From the 11th
century BC Istria was inhabited by the. ANCIENT HISTORY –Traces of human life on the
Istrian peninsula take us all the way back into ancient history. The ancient inhabitants of Istria
lived in caves.
Throughout its extremely rich history, Istria has been the meeting place of many nations and
their cultures. The Liburni, the Histri, the Greeks, the Celts, the. Learn more about Istria with
breef Istrian History overview. Istria name comes from ancient autochtonous inhabitants of the
peninsula, the so-called Histrians. Continental Croatia meets the Adriatic in Istria (Istra to
Croats), the heart-shaped, wines), sprinkle it with historical charm and you have a little slice of
heaven.
PAZIN was mentioned for the first time in in a deed by which Emperor Oton acknowledges
the presentation of the fortification Castrum Pisinum to the. Throughout history, the Istrian
Riviera has been passed between conquering empires like a ping pong ball. All sorts of ancient
superpowers have staked a claim.
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